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5 BASIC COLLECTIONVOCABULARY 1

1. abandon  terk etmek
 • In the end, they’ll have to sell or abandon their 

properties.

2. abolish kaldırmak, atmak
 • Several states have attempted but failed to 

abolish the law.

3. absorb emmek, içine çekmek
 • Darker colours absorb more heat than light 

ones.

4. abundant bol miktarda
 • Hydrogen is the most abundant element in the 

universe.

5. abuse kötüye kullanmak, istismar
 • The slaves united in order to resist their 

owners’ abuse.

6. accompany eşlik etmek
 • She was happy to accompany him to the 

station.

7. account hesaplamak, hesap
 • Don’t give your account number and bank 

routing information to anyone you don’t know.

8. adapt alışmak, uyum sağlamak
 • Smaller plants seem to grow faster and adapt 

to the garden better than bigger plants.

9. administration yönetim, idare
 • The administration provides the budget and 

fi nancial reports.

10. adverse ters, olumsuz
 • The drug caused adverse effects in several 

children.

11. affection sevgi, şefkat
 • Love is not a science; it is a feeling of affection.

12. amazing şaşırtıcı, hayret verici
 • When you put the right information in the right 

hands, amazing things happen.

13. amusement eğlence, zevk
 • Amusement parks are a popular form of 

entertainment all around the world.

14. anxiety endişe, kaygı, telaş
 • Insects can provoke anxiety in many people.

15. application uygulama; başvuru
 • The application of this test may last for 

several months.
 • You should send your application through the 

link on the website.

16. appointment tayin, atama; randevu
 • It’s advisable that you make an appointment 

with the doctor before you visit.

17. apprentice çırak
 • The master stood over his apprentice and 

watched his work.

18. approve onaylamak, uygun bulmak
 • The ministry did not approve the proposed 

investment.

19. approximate yaklaşık, yakın
 • Prices and number of pages of the books are 

usually approximate.

20. arise meydana gelmek, oluşmak
 • We have to be ready for any emergency that 

might arise.

21. arrest tutuklamak
 • She was proven innocent, so they could not 

arrest her.

22. arrogant kibirli
 • He usually acts like an arrogant movie star.

23. artifi cial yapay
 • Sugar substitutes that aren’t natural are, in 

general, called artifi cial sweeteners.

24. ashamed utanmış
 • I was ashamed and embarrassed, yet I 

decided that I had to go there.

25. attach iliştirmek, tutturmak
 • When you attach documents to a record, the 

total fi le size should not exceed 20 MB.
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SESSION 1 - PART 1

A Match the words with their defi nitions.

1 abolish _____ a. to take in a substance instead of refl ecting it 

2 candidate _____ b. offi cially getting rid of a law or system

3 betrayal _____ c. to change something to fi t a different use or situation

4 bottom _____ d. a written request for a job

5 adapt _____ e. believing that you are better than other people

6 arrogant _____ f. something that is made by people and not natural

7 artifi cial _____ g. people who have come to see a fi lm, performance or speech

8 application _____ h. the act of being disloyal to your country or group

9 audience _____ i. the lowest or deepest part of something

10 absorb _____ j. a person who applies for a job

B Complete the sentences with one of the words from the box.

adverse bitter bargain artifi cial anxiety

benefi cial borrow border abuse capture

abandon ban average avoid apprentice

1 Developing countries can ________________ existing technologies from countries that have already 
become rich.

2 ________________ painters in the past would apply background colour and decorations, while 
faces and hands were reserved for master painters.

3 The relief this substance provides is temporary, but the ________________ effects of its prolonged 
use last much longer.

4 We are certainly taller on ________________ than past generations, a consequence of 
improvements in nutrition.

5 No one would oppose the ________________ on drug smuggling between countries.

6 A cup of green tea can be ________________ to be able to lead a healthier life.

7 Buying at ________________ prices is a worthy thing, but once you start shopping it can be tough 
to stop.

8 Most patients with kidney disease will need to ________________ high protein intake.

9 Don’t let your ________________ about starting a new job lower your performance.

10 A discovery forced the researchers to ________________ the idea that the Vikings had only one 
kind of ship.

11 Thousands of Pakistani refugees got stuck at the ________________ of Macedonia.

12 In some cases, ________________ lakes and breeding centres can be the only places where 
experts can study rare species in the fl esh.

13 Drug ________________ can hurt people at any age, from any background, rich or poor.

14 There is no way of checking your own breath, but if you have a(n) ________________ taste and 
dryness, odour is present as well.

15 Wolves and African lions usually ________________ their prey by hunting in packs.
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C Circle the correct word.

1 A middle school student has been abused / arrested by the police for bringing a loaded gun to 
school.

2 Love is a strong feeling of affection / audience and concern toward another person. 

3 Hindu law books show a clear bias / blame against women in family matters and relationships. 

4 The objective of the game is to move and rotate falling geometric shapes to form complete rows at 
the border / bottom of the game board.

5 It just killed me knowing they were struggling and I had to just sit on the bench / bunch. I couldn’t go 
out there and help or do anything for them.

6 The professor was given an award / application for his contributions to the department. 

7 Ensuring that your car has a full tank of gas at the start of trip is artifi cial / benefi cial because gas 
stations are scarce along the route.

8 If your parents don’t bite / approve of a relationship, there probably has to be a reason why. 

9 Making an amusement / appointment can take a while if both you and the other person are busy or 
have a busy schedule. 

10 They were naturally unable to adapt / capture themselves to the special and peculiar needs of their 
condition.

11 These calculations don’t take humidity into account / candidate since its affects are so much less 
than the others.

12 In China, all citizens must avoid / attend school for at least nine years.

D Complete the sentences with the help of the letters given.

1 Nearly all television channels b________________ the wonders of the natural world.

2 Fair-skinned people who b________________ easily in the sun may need to take vitamin D 
supplements.

3 Meditation may help keep your brain focused and help you a________________ more information 
than you otherwise would.

4 Only police offi cers have authority to a________________ violators of the animal cruelty laws.

5 You can use the heat of sunlight to b________________ water, and then drive a turbine with the 
resulting steam.

6 The tape can be used to repair tears in paper, or to a________________ pieces of paper together. 

7 Two restaurants share a wonderful terrace with an a________________ view on the coast.

8 Pure chocolate without added sugar is known as b________________ chocolate.

9 I wonder how he ended up in b________________ after building a two million dollar revenue-
generating business.

10 The biggest threat is the potential for large hail and damaging winds but frequent lightning and heavy 
rain will a________________ these storms as well.

11 We had a c________________ a couple of years ago who sent the department a gigantic fruit and 
sweets basket after an interview.

12 A black widow spider has been discovered in a b________________ of grapes bought at a 
supermarket.
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SESSION 1 - PART 1 / TEST 1

11. My grandmother ---- her house when my 
grandfather died, and she lives with us now.

A)  absorbed  B)  abolished
C)  abandoned  D)  accounted
 E)  captured

12. The TV channel is ---- a documentary right 
now. When does the daily news programme 
start?

A)  blaming  B)  broadcasting
C)  capturing  D)  awarding
 E)  arresting

13. I was using a medicine for my illness but I 
gave it up because it had ---- effects.

A)  adverse  B)  artifi cial
C)  amazing  D)  arrogant
 E)  abundant

14. We should ---- the sun between 12 and 4 
p.m. because it is harmful.

A)  award  B)  adapt
C)  abuse  D)  avoid
 E)  border

15. There was a dog on the street and it was ---- 
a ball wildly.

A)  borrowing  B)  absorbing
C)  biting  D)  burning
 E)  boiling

16. A young boy was caught and ---- for 
stealing bread and cheese for his poor 
family. 

A)  arose  B)  adapted
C)  attached  D)  arrested
 E)  ashamed

17. Eating fruits and vegetables is the most ---- 
thing for your health.

A)  benefi cial  B)  arrogant
C)  bitter  D)  abundant
 E)  amazing

18. I like sitting on the ---- at the seaside and 
watching the sunset.

A)  application  B)  average
C)  bunch  D)  bench
 E)  affection

19. You should ---- the potatoes before you peel 
and cut them for the salad.

A)  abuse  B)  boil
C)  arise  D)  attend
 E)  ban

20. The ---- loved the play and they applauded 
the players for fi ve minutes.

A)  appointment B)  bottom
C)  audience  D)  apprentice
 E)  bunch
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51. cash nakit, peşin para
 • She would often spend half a day travelling to 

pay bills in cash.

52. casual rahat, sıradan, gündelik
 • Casual dresses are free in our offi ce only on 

Fridays.

53. casualty yaralanan veya ölen kişi
 • There were a lot of different reports of 

casualties from the accident.

54. cavity delik, çukur; boşluk
 • Dental cavities are holes in teeth caused by 

tooth decay.

55. celebrate kutlamak
 • Thanksgiving has been celebrated in the USA 

since 1789.

56. challenge meydan okuma
 • My brother has just challenged me to a chess 

competition.

57. chase kovalamak, kovalama, takip
 • The group fl ed across fi elds but were caught 

when police chased them using a helicopter.

58. clarify netleştirmek, aydınlatmak
 • It is important to clarify what you said during 

the meeting.

59. clerk memur, katip
 • Offi ce clerks must complete many different 

kinds of administrative tasks daily.

60. client müşteri
 • It’s good to experience working with a 

multicultural client population.

61. clumsy sakar
 • She is a bit clumsy and tends to bump into 

things.

62. collect toplamak, biriktirmek
 • Aluminium cans are easy to collect and 

recycle, but many people throw them out 
anyway.

63. commit işlemek
 • People commit suicide because they do not 

have anything to feed their children with.

64. communication iletişim, haberleşme
 • A failure to understand a language can lead to 

a failure of communication.

65. compound bileşim
 • The compound includes ruthenium, a rare and 

expensive element.

66. conceal gizlemek, saklamak
 • Trying to conceal the dark circles under your 

eyes can be hard.

67. conclude sona ermek, sona erdirmek
 • He concluded the speech by highlighting the 

signifi cance of love for one’s own country.

68. concrete somut, kesin, elle tutulur
 • Concrete examples will serve to make my 

meaning clear.
 • I wish I had a more concrete, defi nite and 

positive answer to give.

69. condemn kınamak, ayıplamak
 • The football player was widely condemned for 

his behaviour after the match.

70. condition durum, hal, şart, kondisyon
 • The car which we bought is in good condition.
 • Get yourself into good physical condition 

before you consider racing.

71. congestion sıkışıklık, tıkanıklık
 • Traffi c congestion is one of the most serious 

problems affecting urban areas.

72. conquer fethetmek, zapt etmek
 • Conquering the city has long been the goal of 

many nations.

73. consequence sonuç
 • Students don’t realize that actions have 

consequences.
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SESSION 1 - PART 5 / TEST 2

11. My friend Viola spent her time during the 
lecture by working on a scarf she was ----.

A)  narrating  B)  memorising
C)  indicating  D)  knitting
 E)  leading

12. In the last few months, there have been a 
worrying amount of politically ---- violence.

A)  installed  B)  judged
C)  narrated  D)  launched
 E)  inspired

13. In the past, some women used to draw blue 
veins on their necks to show that they were 
of ---- blood.

A)  intense  B)  leisure
C)  internal  D)  mild
 E)  noble

14. Psoriasis is a skin disease which ---- itself 
as shiny white spots on a red surface.

A)  mistakes  B)  lends
C)  interferes  D)  manifests
 E)  knocks

15. ---- bleeding calls for immediate medical 
attention as this condition can be life-
threatening.

A)  Naïve  B)  Internal
C)  Elegant  D)  Greedy 
 E)  Irrelevant 

16. Infi delity is one of the leading ---- problems 
that couples are facing today.

A)  artifi cial  B)  credible
C)  innocent  D)  destructive
 E)  marital

17. I got a new video game for my children, but 
I don’t know how to ---- it on my computer.

A)  embarrass  B)  abolish
C)  install  D)  crash
 E)  fl ourish

18. The four most important ---- of the Chinese 
are widely accepted to be paper, printing, 
gunpowder, and the compass.

A)  eclipses  B)  inventions
C)  bargains  D)  invasions
 E)  bottoms

19. The child had a(n) ---- grin on his face as he 
hid behind the door to scare his roommate.

A)  mischievous  B)  diverse
C)  fatal  D)  benefi cial
 E)  external

20. You should make a few word lists, which 
will have to be ---- and revised regularly.

A)  attached  B)  donated
C)  memorised  D)  fl ed
 E)  invited
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SESSION 1 PART 6

251. nomination aday gösterme
 • He sought presidential nomination as a 

Republican candidate in the 2008 election.

252. numerous çok sayıda
 • A sociology major has numerous career 

options.

253. nutrition beslenme, besin
 • Good nutrition is essential for good health 

especially for babies.

254. obey söz dinlemek, itaat etmek
 • If you don’t obey the rules, you will be asked 

to leave.

255. objection itiraz, protesto 
 • If no one has any objections, I think we’ll 

fi nish early tonight.

256. obsessive saplantılı, takıntılı
 • His wife is obsessive about cleanliness, and 

spends hours each day cleaning her house.

257. obsolete modası geçmiş
 • Today, nothing gets obsolete as quickly as 

cell phones.

258. obstacle engel
 • Ear problems can be a major obstacle in our 

day-to-day lives.

259. obtain elde etmek, edinmek
 • He was arrested by police in the act of trying 

to obtain a false passport.

260. obvious açık, bariz 
 • It is obvious that Victor is not interested in 

helping us, so stop asking him.

261. odour koku
 • The odour of the rotting fruits was felt 

heavily in every part of the garden.

262. offend gücendirmek, kırmak
 • If you want to hear the truth about yourself, 

offend your neighbour, they say.

263. optional seçmeli, isteğe bağlı
 • Air conditioning and power windows are 

optional for this car.

264. originate meydana gelmek; oluşmak
 • Pizza originated in the Italian city of Naples.
 • Many central European rivers originate in the 

Czech Republic.

265. outstanding mükemmel
 • Tiger Williams is an outstanding golfer, the 

best of his time.

266. outwork (birinden)  daha fazla çalışmak
 • No one will outwork him; he seems to be the 

best in his fi eld.

267. package paket, ambalaj
 • There’s a package for you waiting to be 

picked up at the post offi ce.

268. pale solgun, soluk; solmak
 • She is somewhat feverish and looks pale all 

the time.

269. participate katılmak, iştirak etmek
 • You should thank everyone for their 

willingness to participate in your activity.

270. patient sabırlı; hasta
 • My daughter is very patient and loving with 

small children. 
 • The hospital was so full that they had to 

move some patients into the hall.

271. peculiar acayip, garip; özgü
 • My uncle is a rather peculiar old man who 

talks to birds more than he talks to people.
 • Some bird species are peculiar to the 

Amazon Forest.

272. perception algı, algılama
 • A great majority of mushrooms can alter 

perception and create hallucinations.

273. persuade ikna etmek 
 • She is trying to persuade her parents to let 

her go to New Zealand to study English.

274. pesticide böcek ilacı
 • They use a lot of pesticide on their fruit 

trees, so I don’t want to eat their apples.

275. phobia fobi, korku
 • Phobias are irrationally extreme fears of 

simple, normal, routine things.
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E Write the correct prepositions in the following sentences.

1 Grandpa is an expert at cultivating land, and people praise him ________________ being good at 
farm work.

2 Let’s take it easy and not quarrel ________________ one another.
3 I don’t have any objections ________________ their proposal because it sounds good.
4 The researchers say that teenagers probably aren’t trying to make their parents upset 

________________ purpose.
5 By changing your password, you can prevent anyone ________________ accessing your data.
6 Children’s thoughts and actions originate ________________ their social interactions, particularly 

with parents.
7 The framework will provide them ________________ guidance on when and where trees will be 

planted.
8 This sacred tank’s water used to be used even for drinking, but it was heavily polluted 

________________ silt.
9 The teacher decided to speak to the parents of a student who never participated 

________________ any of the group activities.
10 You should use this lotion to protect yourself and your babies ________________ mosquitoes and 

other insect bites.

F Read the following sentences. If the underlined word is correct, put a tick (√). If it is incorrect, 
write the correct version on the line provided.

1 Computer specialists have a special language that is peculiarity to their group.
________________

2 Police arrested a man who had an obsessive for Jennifer Lopez, and was following her everywhere 
she went.
________________

3 Doing lots of exercise won’t keep you healthy if you don’t eat nutritious food at the same time.
________________

4 There are many things you can do in your everyday life to help protection the environment such as 
recycling or riding a bike.
________________

5 Thank you for your waiting with patience. The plane is now ready for boarding.
________________

6 Once the recording has been completed, it is likely the band will go on a tour to promote their album.
________________

7 The meeting is about the new forms of agriculture which will be the most productivity one today.
________________

8 The driver of the car was obvious drunk because he burst into laughter when caught by the Police.
________________

9 All the possessions of those having died of the disease and anything they may have made use of 
during their illness are buried with them.
________________

10 In some places, the local government underlets its land to encourage privacy education.
________________

11 If we were to remove every book that someone fi nds offensive from our libraries, the shelves would 
be empty.
________________

12 Air and water pollute are still serious problems in many developing countries, as well as in some 
developed ones.
________________
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1. - 20. sorularda cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. The students who don’t ---- the school rules 
will be punished.

A)  invite  B)  obey
C)  feed  D)  lend
 E)  obtain

2. The Earth is the third ---- and it is the only 
one that has life in the Solar System.

A)  fi ction  B)  leisure
C)  obstacle  D)  habitat
 E)  planet

3. ---- is the most important thing for little 
babies, so you must feed your baby 
carefully and healthily. 

A)  Hardship  B)  Nutrition
C)  Division  D)  Impact
 E)  Odour

4. The answer of the question was ----, but I 
missed it because I didn’t read the question 
carefully.

A)  hasty  B)  former
C)  global  D)  obvious
 E)  extinct

5. My favourite writer has written a new book 
and it will be ---- next month.

A)  prevented  B)  published
C)  offended  D)  obtained
 E)  identifi ed

6. My brother has a(n) ---- of spiders and when 
he sees one, he faints.

A)  invasion  B)  disorder
C)  phobia  D)  dignity
 E)  pesticide

7. We shouldn’t ---- our environment with 
chemicals or other waste.

A)  protect  B)  purpose
C)  narrate  D)  pollute
 E)  originate

8. One of the questions in the exam is ----, so 
you don’t have to answer all of them.

A)  hostile  B)  fertile
C)  greedy  D)  furious
 E)  optional

9. There was a(n) ---- in front of my door and 
there was a note on it from my mother.

A)  package  B)  phobia
C)  patient  D)  mammal
 E)  objection

10. You always ---- your friends with your rude 
behaviour, and I think they will leave you 
one day.

A)  pretend  B)  obey
C)  fl ourish  D)  maintain
 E)  offend

SESSION 1 - PART 6 TEST 1
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1. - 20. sorularda cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. Why should I take a part-time job at this ---- 
when I could get more money from social 
aid?

A)  salary  B)  prize
C)  remedy  D)  cavity
 E)  fault

2. A country should have a large amount of 
grain in ---- to distribute to victims of natural 
disasters.

A)  prohibition  B)  objection
C)  scholarship  D)  solitude
 E)  reserve

3. It is quite a(n) ---- idea, changing everything, 
but the one that is helping shape a new 
vision for the future.

A)  previous  B)  radical
C)  numerous  D)  optional
 E)  slight

4. The construction started three months later 
than the planned date, so everyone devoted 
themselves to the work to keep up with the 
----.

A)  nomination  B)  pesticide
C)  schedule  D)  precaution
 E)  remedy

5. Most of the population of Syria live in the 
western part of the country, where rainfall is 
---- plentiful compared to other parts.

A)  elaborately  B)  immediately
C)  recklessly  D)  relatively
 E)  selfi shly

6. When the band arrived on the ---- everybody 
started screaming and clapping their hands.

A)  award  B)  instalment
C)  bench  D)  currency
 E)  scene

7. Mr Pierce once described ---- as a sudden 
change in the ruling system of a country.

A)  instruction  B)  experience
C)  revolution  D)  investment
 E)  perception

8. The fi rm has gained a positive reputation 
for providing transportation services to its 
customers at the most ---- prices.

A)  nervous  B)  sceptical
C)  greedy  D)  reasonable
 E)  obsessive

9. My mother had a ---- headache after she fell 
off the ladder, and we went to the hospital 
to see if there was something wrong.

A)  marital  B)  severe
C)  naïve  D)  scarce
 E)  pleasant

10. Snake plant ---- very little maintenance and 
is ideal for people who do not know much 
about plants.

A)  requires  B)  protects
C)  ruins  D)  persuades
 E)  prevents

SESSION 1 - PART 7 TEST 2
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SESSION 1 - PART 7 / TEST 2

11. They took the money from the clerk by 
threatening to ---- his past to the boss.

A)  reveal  B)  initiate
C)  shake  D)  encounter
 E)  humiliate

12. The study of marine biology is ----, as 71% 
of our planet’s surface is covered with 
water..

A)  elegant  B)  arrogant
C)  constant  D)  signifi cant
 E)  irrelevant

13. It can be really diffi cult to sleep in the same 
room with someone who ---- a lot.

A)  resists  B)  quarrels
C)  snores  D)  sneezes
 E)  offends

14. It took us more than half an hour to ---- what 
had happened to our dog actually.

A)  postpone  B)  realize
C)  resign  D)  remove
 E)  reply

15. Many people are ---- to buy those houses 
due to their high cost.

A)  selfi sh  B)  similar
C)  peculiar  D)  reluctant
 E)  pleasant 

16. Being ---- is looking out for one’s own gains 
and not being sorry about others’ problems.

A)  pale  B)  mild
C)  hasty  D)  noble
 E)  selfi sh

17. If you install the system, you will ---- instant 
notifi cations about your child’s activities via 
email or text messages.

A)  receive  B)  establish
C)  dominate  D)  conceal
 E)  decrease

18. The energy falling on the earth is given by 
the Sun but very little of it has been used as 
---- energy.

A)  former  B)  solid
C)  solar  D)  row
 E)  planet

19. ---- is one of the main characteristics of 
introverted leaders.

A)  Respect  B)  Mistake
C)  Exposure  D)  Solitude
 E)  Deadline

20. The President was intentionally ambiguous 
in his ---- to the fi rst question, and didn’t 
even answer the next one.

A)  intake  B)  fi ction
C)  scene  D)  impact
 E)  reply 
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351. sorrow keder, üzüntü
 • The person who loves sorrow will always 

fi nd something to moan about.

352. specify açıkça belirtmek; belirlemek
 • You must specify your statement of purpose 

in order to be understood thoroughly.

353. speculate tahminde bulunmak
 • There’s no point speculating about what 

went on in the room.

354. split ayırmak, ayrılmak; çatlamak 
 • The teacher is going to split all of them into 

groups of three for the game.

355. spoil bozmak, berbat etmek,   
 şımartmak

 • Sometimes, one word spoken in anger may 
spoil an entire life.

 • They spoiled their child with excessive gifts 
and toys.

356. spread yaymak, sermek; yayılmak
 • Once bacteria are in your blood, the 

infection can spread to any part of your body.

357. stable sağlam, istikrarlı; ahır
 • Currency looks stable and infl ation remains 

under control.
 • They walked their horses back to the stables 

and then handed them off to the stable boys.

358. stain leke; lekelemek
 • You should follow the instructions on any 

stain removal products you use.

359. steal çalmak
 • People with kleptomania are compelled to 

steal things.

360. stereotype basmakalıp, klişe
 • You cannot stereotype every woman; people 

are all different from each other.

361. stick yapıştırmak; sopa
 • Make sure you grease the pan well, so the 

bread doesn’t stick.
 • The ice-skating arena features a giant 

hockey stick as a decoration outside the 
building.

362. straightforward  doğru, açık; dürüst, samimi
 • I didn’t need any help; the instructions were 

quite straightforward and clear.

363. strict katı, sert
 • Most students in high schools complain 

about the strict dress rules.

364. structure yapı
 • The subject is always the same, and the 

sentence structure is simple and repetitive.

365. submit teslim etmek, sunmak
 • You should not submit a copy of your 

transcripts; they require the original.
 
366. substance madde
 • Having a foreign substance in the eye can 

be very painful.

367. supply sağlamak; stok, mal
 • People in the war-torn country are desperate 

for food and medical supplies.
 • They teach formal English and supply quality 

lessons at a bargain price.

368. suppose varsaymak, farzetmek
 • The Titanic was supposed to be unsinkable, 

but obviously it wasn’t.
 • I suppose she will not be coming with us to 

the end-of-term party.

369. surface yüz, yüzey
 • When the Apollo 12 astronauts landed on 

the Moon, the impact caused the Moon’s 
surface to vibrate for 55 minutes.

370. survey anket yapmak, anket
 • We are conducting a survey to determine 

the popularity of certain household cleaning 
products.

371. survive hayatta kalmak
 • She survived a car accident in which two of 

her friends were killed.

372. suspect şüpheli, sanık; şüphelenmek
 • Studies in the U.S. show that black suspects 

are more likely to be arrested than whites. 
 • No one suspected she killed her husband; 

they thought she was innocent.

373. sweat terlemek; ter
 • Synthetic fabric makes me sweat a lot 

because it doesn’t let the skin breathe. 
 • The cook wiped the sweat off her face as 

she bent over the hot stove.
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C Circle the correct word.

1 Power companies must take every possible step to ensure a stable / strict power supply to the whole 
country.

2 Dirt and other toxins are excreted through the pores on your skin when you spread / sweat.
3 Many popular tracking software programs are available and they can help you to trace / tutor a cell 

phone’s whereabouts.
4 A survey / suspect of 18 to 24-year-olds from nine nations put the US last in general geographic 

knowledge scores.
5 Policymakers need to fi gure out how to submit / supply water without degrading the natural 

ecosystems that provide it.
6 The computer’s registration program is designed to vaccinate / terminate once it provides 100 

names.
7 Their oldest son conforms perfectly to the workshop / stereotype of an American kid who loves to 

play football.
8 Even though I don’t have any proof, I speculate / specify she’s pretending she’s ill and trying to 

escape school.
9 The symptom / victim was so scared that he was unable to answer the policeman’s questions.
10 Two men have been charged after attempting to stain / steal parts of a human skeleton from a high 

school in Sweden.
11 The government’s most urgent / vacant priority at this time must be to reduce unemployment in our 

state.
12 Spoiling / Supposing you had a lot of money, what would you do with that money?

D Complete the sentences with the help of the letters given.

1 The fi rst s________________ of metabolic syndrome is usually obesity, so this is generally regarded 
as the underlying cause.

2 White spots on the skin can vary in size from t________________ white dots to large white marks.
3 That house has been v________________ for 3 years now; it must be haunted since no one is 

renting or buying it.
4 Have you ever wondered how big the u________________ might be?
5 Oscar Wilde once remarked that the old believe everything, the middle-aged s________________ 

everything, and the young know everything.
6 They look up every word in the dictionary and try to t________________ the essay.
7 You received a low mark on your essay due to the errors in sentence s________________ and 

grammar.
8 You need an authorization letter to allow a third person to s________________ your passport 

application.
9 All drivers must ensure that their vehicles have a v________________ and up-to-date license plate.
10 Oceans are nature’s gift; they cover 71% of the Earth’s s________________ and contain 96.5% 

water.
11 We will never t________________ those who break the law and go against the principles.
12 Rescue workers are still searching for people who could have s________________ the plane crash.
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1. - 20. sorularda cümlede boş bırakılan 
yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

1. Let’s put these fruits and vegetables in the 
fridge, or they will ----.

A)  publish  B)  trace
C)  supply  D)  spoil
 E)  split

2. We can add some ---- effects to the picture 
to make it more beautiful.

A)  sceptical  B)  vague
C)  urgent  D)  patient
 E)  visual

3. This book is ---- as it is a hundred years old 
and it is the only copy left.

A)  unique  B)  peculiar
C)  selfi sh  D)  proper
 E)  mutual

4. You need a(n) ---- excuse not to take that 
exam; otherwise, you will fail.

A)  radical  B)  selfi sh
C)  valid  D)  previous
 E)  numerous

5. We made a(n) ---- to fi nd out how many 
people there are under 25 years old.

A)  leisure  B)  solitude
C)  substance  D)  survey
 E)  tutor

6. Please don’t forget to write down the ---- of 
your essay at the top of the page.

A)  row  B)  trial
C)  title  D)  planet
 E)  stick

7. Maybe some day, people will be able to ride 
space ---- to the moon for a holiday.

A)  packages  B)  symptoms
C)  supplies  D)  vehicles
 E)  victims

8. You should stay out of ---- and be a good 
kid if you want us to buy you a new bicycle.

A)  trouble  B)  sorrow
C)  symptom  D)  urgent
 E)  suspect

9. The rules in the company are very ---- and 
they can fi re you if you don’t obey them.

A)  scarce  B)  stable
C)  valid  D)  strict
 E)  leisure

10. These ---- show that you have got the fl u, so 
I can give you some medicine for that.

A)  salaries  B)  vehicles
C)  shelters  D)  symptoms
 E)  purposes
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